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Abstract:
Abstract:
The purpose of the present research is to use machine learning models to predict
the price of Bitcoin, representing the cryptocurrency market. The price prediction
model can be considered as the most important component in algorithmic trading.
The performance of machine learning and its models, due to the nature of price
behavior in financial markets, have been reported to be well in studies. In this re-
spect, measuring and comparing the accuracy and precision of random forest (RF),
long-short-term memory (LSTM), and recurrent neural network (RNN) models in
predicting the top and bottom of Bitcoin prices are the main objectives of the
present study. The approach to predicting top and bottom prices using machine
learning models can be considered as the innovative aspect of this research, while
many studies seek to predict prices as time series, simple, or logarithmic price
returns. Pricing top and bottom data as target variables and technical analysis in-
dicators as feature variables in the 1-hour time frame from 1/1/2018 to 6/31/2022
served as input to the mentioned models for learning. Validation and testing are
presented and used. 70% of the data are considered learning data, 20% as valida-
tion data, and the remaining 10% as test data. The result of this research shows
over 80% accuracy in predicting the top and bottom Bitcoin price, and the random
forest models prediction is more accurate than the LSTM and RNN models.

Keywords: Algorithmic Trading, Random Forest, Recurrent Neural Network,
Long-Short term memory, Top and bottom price prediction.
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Introduction

With the development of new technologies and software products, financial markets

undergo constant changes (Reimann, 2018). The development of software technolo-
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gies for transactions in financial markets aims to help traders make decisions in the

market. The facilitation of decision-making by software technologies has caused

intelligent trading systems to comply with a transparent trading algorithm, so the

transaction decisions are made based on the predetermined algorithm by the in-

telligent trading system. Algorithmic trading using computers has changed into

one of the most popular and attractive areas in the academic field of finance and

computer science in recent years (Hu, 2015; Rivera, 2015).

Algorithmic trading is a process in which computers are programmed to make

appropriate orders for the transaction to maximize returns and minimize the risk

of transactions simultaneously (Reimann, 2018).

Managers use algorithms in different ways. Money management and index funds,

pension funds, quantitative funds, and hedge funds use algorithms to implement

investment decisions. Portfolio managers utilize suitable portfolio techniques and

various stocks for their organization and implement decisions by adopting an algo-

rithm. The algorithm selects the best price, time, and number of assets to enter

the market. Sometimes this approach makes a decision independent of human

transactions (Kissele, 2014).

In general, the reasons traders use algorithmic trading methods can be classified

as follows (Mousavi, 2019):

1 One of the main reasons for using algorithmic trading is that there is no need

to manage emotions in financial markets.

2 Data preparation and processing and using the obtained information for

decision-making in transactions are processes that must be undertaken for

the entry or exit of the capital of a real or financial asset. However, con-

ducting such processes may not be possible for humans for two reasons; data

processing may be complex, or the time available for processing may be very

short, so they should be completed in a few seconds. Therefore, due to either

of these reasons, using intelligent trading systems and algorithmic trading is

preferable to manual trading.

3 The ability to test the strategy for a long time with a lot of data (Back

Test) makes the uncertainty in the transaction approach tend toward the at-

mosphere of profit with lower risk. In fact, it is possible to test a trading

strategy because it is developed in the form of an intelligent algorithmic trad-

ing system, which enables one to determine the strengths and weaknesses of

the given strategy in a considerable period. By identifying the strengths and

weaknesses, one can seek to enhance the strengths and eliminate the weak-

nesses of a strategy. However, a manual trader in the financial markets does

not know how likely they will succeed or how much potential profit and loss

may incur in the position (transaction) they start. That is why a trader may

make a profit in a period, and in another period, not only may lose the same

profit but also suffer a loss. Therefore, implementing trading strategies that
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consist of analytical systems, risk management, and capital management in

the form of algorithmic trading can provide a trader with a long-term roadmap

and sustainable profit with a logical risk.

4 The limitations of the financial market in which the transaction is carried

out are another issue that a manual trader may not be able to consider. For

example, external factors and even the impact of the trading strategy on itself

due to the low market depth (market impact) may turn a profitable trading

strategy with low capital into a losing strategy when the capital is high.

As stated earlier, algorithmic trading is developing every day, and the most critical

element of such transactions is the analytical system or, in other words, the price

prediction model. In a trading strategy, if a prediction method can provide an

appropriate return with a logical success rate, a successful strategy can be achieved

through relevant risk and capital management indicators.

One of the essential steps in designing algorithmic trading is the price analysis

and prediction system. Hence, the actors looking for an intelligent trading system

with a reliable and sustainable return are aware of the necessity and importance

of the price prediction model. In this respect, the present study intends to find a

suitable analytical system for price prediction. In this research, instead of predicting

price data or simple or logarithmic returns as a time series, the top and bottom

prices (peak and trough points) are predicted as target variables using technical

analysis indicators with a machine learning approach. Therefore, this study, using

the values of technical analysis indicators as characteristic variables, seeks to predict

the top and bottom points of the Bitcoin price in a 1-hour time frame from 2018

to the end of the first half of 2022. The model presented in this study claims that

in the next step of the market, it creates a price bottom or top point. To this aim,

LSTM, RNN, and RF models (0 bottom and 1 top) are used for the prediction,

and their results are compared. Predicting the financial markets through machine

learning classification models can be considered as the contribution of this research

to the existing body of knowledge in this area. The significance of this study lies in

the intelligent trading systems need for prediction models with optimal accuracy.

Theoretical background and literature review

Algorithmic trading

The most common algorithmic trading methods implement the technical analysis.

However, the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) states that technical analysis is not

useful for profitability. It briefly explains that gaining income through investment

or trading is difficult. On the other hand, machine learning can extract and model

the behavioral pattern of the data by repeatedly reducing the gap between the

predicted and actual values. In most uses of machine learning, the focus is on
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functional modeling, which measures the difference between the collected time series

data and the data obtained from the inferred model produced over time. (Peng &

Lee, 2021)

So far, various methods have been proposed for algorithmic trading. In the

present study, machine learning models of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Ran-

dom Forest (RF), and Long-Short term memory (LSTM) are employed to predict

the top and bottom prices. Therefore, this section reviews studies related to price

prediction that have used these methods.

Studies on algorithmic trading using the RF model

Random forests (RF) is a non-parametric and nonlinear regression and classification

algorithm that was first proposed by Ho (1995) and developed by Breiman (2001).

Creamer and Freund (2004) used this technique to successfully predict corporate

performance and measure corporate governance risk in Latin American banks. They

compared the performance of RF with logistic regression and Adaboost. They

concluded that RF consistently yields better results.

Lariviere and Vandenpoel (2005) presented the merits of RF in financial predic-

tions. They showed that RF regression could be used to explore customer retention

and profitability. They analyzed a sample of one hundred thousand customers us-

ing data obtained from a large financial services company in Europe. They found

that RF techniques produced better validation and test sample results than linear

regression and logistic regression models.

Maragoudakis and Serpanos (2010) employed a method called Markov Blanket

Random Forest to predict the direction of stock markets. They indicated that

their strategy outperformed a simple buy-and-hold investment strategy, reporting

an average of 12.5% to 26% for the initial period and 16% to 48% for the other

periods. They also reported a better performance compared to linear regression,

SVMs, and ANNs.

Qin et al. (2013) used the gradient-boosted RF method to predict the direction

of the Singapore stock market. By raising the weight of individual forest trees

and using a forgetting factor to handle market changes, their experimental results

revealed that their proposed methods could generate higher returns than the buy-

and-hold strategy.

Zbikowski and Grzegorzewski (2013) used a novel online adaptation method to

allow RF to adapt to non-stationary financial time series.

Xu et al. (2013) demonstrated the capability of RF algorithms in selecting

features to predict stock price trends.

Moritz and Zimmermann (2014) used an RF model to predict stock returns using

US CRSP data. In this model, the high decile is bought while the low decile is sold

as a trading strategy.

Lohrmann and Luukka (2019) developed a classification model using the RF to
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predict the opening and closing price returns of S& P500 stocks.

Basak et al. (2019) used RF models and gradient-boosted decision trees (XG-

Boost) along with a set of technical analysis indicators to analyze the mid-term

and long-term prediction performance of stock price returns.

Sadorsky (2021) used the RF to predict the direction of the prices of clean energy

stock exchange trade funds.

Krauss et al. (2017) compared different deep learning methods, such as deep

neural networks, gradient-boosted decision trees, and random forests. They found

that daily returns were provided according to the closing prices of the S&P 500

from December 1992 to October 2015 to predict the probability of the markets

better performance for each stock in the coming day. As a trading strategy, the

ten stocks with the highest probability were bought, and the ten stocks with the

lowest probability were short-sold, all with equal monetary weight. RF appeared

to achieve the highest return of any of the above-mentioned deep learning methods,

with a return of 0.43% per day before transaction costs.

As these studies suggest, the performance of the RF model is acceptable com-

pared to some machine learning models, and the important point is that all of them

were seeking to predict the price and return.

Studies on algorithmic trading using the LSTMmodel

Ghosh et al. (2021) used RF and LSTM networks as training methods to inves-

tigate their effectiveness in predicting directional movements out of the sample of

S&P 500 stocks. In this study, the authors introduced multi-dimensional settings,

which included returns based not only on the closing prices but also on the opening

prices and intraday returns. As a trading strategy, they used Krauss et al. (2017)

and Fisher and Krausss (2018) strategy as a benchmark. On each trading day,

they bought ten stocks with the highest probability and sold ten stocks with the

lowest probability of outperforming the market in terms of daily returns - all with

the same monetary weight. Their empirical findings indicated that the proposed

multi-dimensional settings provided a daily return of 0.64% using LSTM networks

and 0.54% using RF before transaction costs. Hence, they had a better perfor-

mance than the one-dimensional settings of Fisher and Krauss (2018) and Krauss

et al. (2017), which only included daily returns considering the closing prices, with

corresponding daily returns of 0.41% and 0.39% for LSTM and RF, respectively.

Siami-Namini and Namin (2018) compared LSTM and ARIMA models. Their

empirical results on financial data showed that LSTM performs better than ARIMA

in terms of lower prediction errors and higher accuracy.

Fisher and Krauss (2018), following the study of Krauss et al. (2017), used

LSTM networks as a deep learning methodology and obtained a return of 0.46%

per day before applying transaction costs. They concluded that the methodology

used outperforms all memoryless methods mentioned in Krauss et al. (2017).
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Sang and Di Pierro (2018) utilized an LSTM neural network for learning and

improving traditional trading algorithms used in technical analysis. They argued

that the network could learn market behavior and predict when a given strategy

was more likely to succeed. They showed that the combinational strategy of neural

network prediction and the traditional technical analysis performed better than

technical analysis alone.

Lee and Yun (2018) compared three types of recurrent neural networks, including

recurrent neural networks with the gated recurrent unit and neural networks with

long-short-term memory (LSTM) for predicting stock returns. The results revealed

that the LSTM neural network had the best performance. They also created a

portfolio based on threshold limit prediction according to the results obtained from

LSTM neural network predictions. This model was more data-oriented than the

existing models for portfolio development. Their empirical findings pointed to the

fact that this portfolio has promising returns.

Khare et al. (2017) predicted the short-term prices of 10 unique stocks listed

on the NYSE using MLP and LSTM. Their study showed that the LSTM model

successfully predicted the future price trend at almost all points. However, the

model could not predict the exact price with the necessary accuracy. On the other

hand, the MLP model could depict future trends and predict the prices with very

high accuracy compared to the LSTM model.

Sharma et al. (2021) observed that both the LSTM model and the autoregres-

sive moving average model with exogenous variables (ARIMAX), considering the

sentiment analysis, could significantly improve the prediction of stock price trends.

Saiful Islam et al. (2020) presented a new model that combined two robust neural

networks used for predicting time series: Gated Recursive Unit (GRU) and Long-

Short-Term Memory (LSTM), to predict future closing prices of forex currencies. In

addition, they compared the performance of their model with an independent LSTM

model, an independent GRU model, and a statistical model based on a simple

moving average (SMA), where the combined GRU-LSTM model outperformed all

other models.

Studies on algorithmic trading using the RNNmodel

Singh Saud and Shakya (2019) conducted a novel analysis of the recurrence period

of the parameter used with recurrent neural networks. They also compared the

performance of three deep learning models, i.e., vanilla RNN, LSTM, and GRU,

in predicting the stock prices of two commercial banks listed on the Nepal Stock

Exchange. Their investigation revealed that GRU was the most successful in pre-

dicting stock prices.

Hiransha et al. (2018) used four deep learning models and a linear ARIMA

prediction model to predict stock prices listed on the National Stock Exchange

of India (NSE) and the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Researchers trained
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four networks, i.e., MLP, RNN, LSTM, and CNN, with the stock price of TATA

MOTORS from NSE, and this model was used to predict the stock of NSE and

NYSE. They observed that the models were able to identify patterns in both stock

markets and concluded that there was a basic dynamic common to both stock

markets. The results showed that linear models like ARIMA could not identify

the basic dynamics in different time series, and deep learning models outperformed

the ARIMA model. In addition, CNN performed better than the other three deep

learning architectures.

Selvin et al. (2017) proposed an overlapping sliding window-based approach

with RNN, LSTM, and CNN. A window size of 100 minutes was set with a data

overlap of 90 minutes, and the prediction was made for 10 minutes in the future.

This study showed that CNN provided more accurate results than the other two

models.

Local studies in Iran

Studies show that the research process in Iran lags behind the global research

process. Among the early studies, one can refer to Sajjadi and Sefidchian (2018).

They investigated the impact of technical analysis indicators on the short-term

returns of the stockholders. They found that the simple moving average and relative

strength index strategies had predictive power and could identify price patterns to

make profitable trades. They examined the usefulness of the simple moving average

and the relative strength index for the next three and seven days.

In another study, Raeisi and Zakizadeh (2011) tested a large number of moving

average rules on 20 selected companies on the Tehran Stock Exchange for 111

months (March 2001 to June 2010). By comparing the average annual returns

resulting from the simple moving average, the exponential moving average (with

16 different pairs of parameters), and the buy and hold strategy, they showed that

applying moving average techniques produced higher returns. The buy and hold

strategy yielded a net annual return of 11.87%, while the EMA (1.25) earned a net

return of 104.4%.

Tehrani and Esmailis study (2013) on the impact of using important indicators

of technical analysis on the short-term returns of investors in the Tehran Stock Ex-

change showed that some of the indicators used in this research were more dispersed

than the buy and hold method. Some of them also had lower relative dispersion.

In their research, the stochastic indicator with an average coefficient of variation of

1.63 was declared to be the most stable. The weighted moving average index with

an average coefficient of variation of 6.99 was shown as the most unstable trading

strategy from 2003 to 2005.

Abbasi et al. (2020) compared the performance of strategies based on technical

analysis indicators with buy and hold strategies and concluded that strategies based

on technical analysis could yield better returns than the buy and hold strategy.
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Therefore, using indicators can be helpful in prediction.

Zargari and Lari (2015) utilized a combination of technical analysis indicators

such as Ichimoku clouds and relative strength index with some mathematical and

trading rules to predict the next days stock market price. They used the relative

strength index with its default parameter, i.e., 14 days. They presented a profitable

algorithm to do it automatically. They tested their proposed model between 2010-

2014, which approximately tripled the initial capital.

Alamooti, Haddadi, and Nademi (2017) modeled and evaluated the performance

of different models of short-long-term memory, Markov switching, and hyperbolic

Garch in predicting OPEC crude oil price fluctuations. They used the model to

predict OPEC oil price fluctuations from 2010 to 2016 and measured its accuracy

based on the RMSE criterion. The results of this evaluation pointed to the su-

periority of the two-regime Markov switching Garch model on a one-day horizon.

Also, the long-term memory model predicted oil price fluctuations in 1 and 10-day

prediction horizons better than the competing models.

Moshari et al. (2018) compared the golden points in the automobile industry

stock price diagram of the Iranian capital market from 2010 to 2015 using the

results of models and optimized them through the genetic algorithm. Prediction of

the golden points with appropriate accuracy and the effect of optimization on error

reduction was the outcome of their research. Bashiri and Paryab (2019) compared

the performance of RF models, support vector, boosted-gradient, and perceptron

multilayer neural network for predicting the price of Bitcoin using the data of 9

other cryptocurrencies. They observed that the accuracy of the boosted-gradient

model was higher than the rest.

Research questions

Considering the objective of the study, which is predicting the top and bottom

price of bitcoin using machine learning models, the following research questions are

formulated:

1 What is the accuracy of predicting Bitcoin’s top and bottom prices using RF,

LSTM, and recurrent neural network models?

2 Is the accuracy of predicting Bitcoin’s top and bottom prices using the RF

model higher than LSTM and recurrent neural network models?

3 What are the consequences of improving the accuracy and precision of pre-

dicting Bitcoin’s top and bottom prices for traders and investors?
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Research Methodology

Since the target financial market in the present study is the cryptocurrency market

(Bitcoin), using a credible database is crucial. Hence, the candlestick price data

(OHLCV) of Bitcoin in the 1-hour time frame was selected as the most significant

cryptocurrency representing this market. To extract this data, the Python Historic-

Crypto module was used, which extracts data from the API of the CoinBase Pro

exchange.

The cryptocurrency market has a 4-year cyclical behavior due to halving the

mining reward. Therefore, the period of 2018-2022 was selected from the entire

Bitcoin data available since 2010. In 2018, Bitcoin experienced a stagnant market

and then a decline. From 2019 to 2021, it also experienced an upward trend due

to the Covid-19 pandemic and the halving of the reward in 2020. In 2022, there

will also be a recession and a downward trend that can be considered a return to

2018. It can be argued that our sample represents all cyclical phases. The first 70%

of the data are fed to the model as training data. 20% of the data are considered

validation data, and the last 10% of the data are provided to the model as test

data.

Due to GPU sharing, this study was conducted using Python programming lan-

guage and its valid modules in the Google Colab platform. Also, NumPy, Pandas,

ta, TensorFlow, Sklearn, and Scipy libraries were specifically used for implementa-

tion.

The variables of the study are divided into two main categories. The target

variable is the variable we are trying to predict. Our target variable in this research

is the top or bottom price (1 or 0), which is calculated using the Awesome Oscillator

(AO) indicator from the closing price of candles. Other variables are technical

analysis indicators as the feature variables for predicting the top and bottom prices.

The correlation of over 150 indicators and oscillators with the target variable was

examined to select these variables from the existing libraries. Indicators (numerical)

whose Pearson correlation was above 0.7 with a p-value of 0.05 were selected as

feature variables. The list of these indicators is presented below. The learning

data seek to discover the relationship between the list of indicators and the target

variable, i.e., the top and bottom prices, using RF, RNN, and LSTM models. The

numbers related to the indicator and oscillator are normalized by dividing by the

closing price number to be on the same scale. As mentioned, 70% of the data are

used as learning data, 20% as validation data, and the rest as test data. The list

of indicators and oscillators used in this study is as follows:
Table1: The list of feature variables used in the models

Variable name Name in the model Variable name Name in the model

Average volume ’volume sma em’ Volume (money flow
index)

volume mfi

fluctuation KCP ’volatility kcp’ fluctuation BBP ’volatility bbp’
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trend MACD ’trend macd’ fluctuation DCP ’volatility dcp

trend ADX ’trend adx pos’ Trend difference
MACD

’trend macd diff’

Trend difference
VOREXT

’trend vortex ind
diff’

VORTEX trend ’trend vortex ind
pos’

trend AROON ’trend aroon up’ trend CCI ’trend cci’

momentum RSI ’momentum rsi’ trend STC ’trend stc’

momentum UO ’momentum uo’ momentum TSI ’momentum tsi’

momentum STOCH
SIGNAL

’momentum stoch
signal’

STOCHASTIC mo-
mentum

’momentum stoch’

momentum AO ’momentum ao’ momentum WR ’momentum wr’

AO ’ao’ momentum ROC ’momentum roc’

Above moving aver-
age, 10

’aboveEMA10’ Relative strength in-
dex

’RSI’

Above moving aver-
age, 20

’aboveEMA20’ Above moving aver-
age, 15

’aboveEMA15’

Above moving aver-
age, 40

’aboveEMA40’ Above moving aver-
age, 30

’aboveEMA30’

Above moving aver-
age, 60

’aboveEMA60’ Above moving aver-
age, 50

’aboveEMA50’

In the above list, technical analysis indices are introduced in relation to the

volume of transactions, price fluctuations, trends, price momentum, and binary

indicators. These indicators have significant relationships with the target variable

(top or bottom price). It should be mentioned that binary indicators are added

from the feature engineering section of the research to this list because they play

a significant role in improving the models accuracy. To better explain binary in-

dicators, consider the above indicators of EMA(10), which is a binary, 0 and 1,

indicator. If the price is above the ten exponential moving average, it will be 1; if

it is below it, it is assigned 0. The descriptive statistics of Bitcoin price data in the

mentioned time interval are as follows:

Model implementation method

RNN and LSTM Components

It should be noted that the specified hyperparameters were obtained through Grid

Search and the dropout layer was used for each layer to reduce overfitting.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of Bitcoin price data

row Indicator name Indicator value

1 Price date number 39484

2 The largest data 68639

3 The smallest data 3139

4 Median 10142

5 Mean 20384

6 Mode 6399

7 SD 17876

8 Skewness 0.97

9 Kurtosis -0.56

Table 3: Models Structures

Row Model
Name

Layers Informa-
tion

Unit Number Fraction of the
input units to
drop

Activation
Function

Layer 1 (input
Layer)

64 - hyperbolic
tangent
(tanh)

1 RNN Layer 2 64 - hyperbolic
tangent
(tanh)

Output layer
(Dense)

2 (Binary) - sigmoid

Layer 1 (input
Layer)

64 - hyperbolic
tangent
(tanh)

Dropout - 0.2 -

2 LSTM Layer 2 64 - hyperbolic
tangent
(tanh)

Dropout - 0.2 -

Output layer
(Dense)

2 (Binary) - softmax

Research stages

Implementation Models

As mentioned in the previous section, the data related to Bitcoin price from 2018

to 2022 are used in a 1-hour time frame after the cleaning process. Figure 2 shows

the Bitcoin price from 2018 to the end of the first half of 2022 in a linear manner.

In Figure 3, for the last 100 data of the Bitcoin chart, the bottom and top prices
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Table 4: RNN and LSTM Learning and compile arguments

Model
Name

Stop Learning index Compile models index

Monitor patience verbose optimizer loss metrics

RNN loss 3 1 adam binary crossen-
tropy

[’accuracy’]

LSTM loss 3 1 adam sparse categor-
ical crossen-
tropy

[’accuracy’]

Table 5: Random Forest Structures

Row Model
Name

Criterion Number
of trees
in the
forest

maximum
depth of
the tree

Number of
jobs to run
in parallel

Minimum num-
ber of samples
required to be
at a leaf node

1 Random
Forest

gini 20 20 using all
processors

2

Figure 1: Research stages
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End  

are specified, which are given as the target data for the machine learning models:

The number of data is 39484. Of all these data, 20663 (52%) show the top, and
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Figure 2: Line graph of Bitcoin price in dollars

 

Figure 3: Bitcoin prices, together with the bottom and top situation for the last
100 data

 

18,821 (47%) show the bottom data. This refers to the relative balance between

the number of top and bottom data.

Figure 4: The number of the top (1) and bottom (0) situations in Bitcoin price
data
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Model outputs:

In this section, the output of each model is presented and analyzed independently

with the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 indicators. In the next stage of the

research, the performance of the models is compared with the specified indices. By

accuracy, it is meant the result of dividing the correctly-predicted cases into all

cases. The precision index is the result of dividing the positive cases recognized as

true by the positive cases recognized as true or false. Finally, the recall index is the

positive cases recognized as true divided by the sum of the positive data recognized

as true and the negative cases recognized as false. The F1 score, calculated as

follows, is an average of precision and recall indices:

Table 6: Confusion matrix

Prediction by algorithm

No Yes

Real tag Yes True Positive (TP) False Negative
(FN)

No False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)

precision =
TP

(TP + FP )

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)

f1score =
2× (precision×Recall)

precision+Recall

First, the output and evaluation indicators of RNN are provided. As indicated

in Tables 3 and 4 and explained in the methodology section of the RNN network

structure, the output of the layers and parameters is as follows:

As shown in Table 7, the accuracy of RNN in predicting the top and bottom

prices is 82.2%. Its precision in recognizing tops is 81%, and the recall index of this

model, which indicates the values of real tops as recognized by the model, is 83%.

These criteria for bottom prices are 84% and 81%, respectively. These values point

to the appropriate performance of the model in predicting the situation (bottom

or top). The indicators are presented in Table 8.

The results of the LTSM model, based on the structure presented in the method-

ology section, are as follows:

As shown in Table 9, the performance evaluation indicators show an accuracy

of 81.56%. The precision of the LTSM model in recognizing tops is 82%, and the

recall index of this model, which indicates the values of real tops as recognized
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Table 7: RNN model output

Layer Number of parame-
ters

Output form

Simple RNN 4224 (64,31,None )

Simple RNN 1 8256 (64, None)

Dense 65 (1,None )

Total number of parameters 12545

Learned parameters 12545

Non-learned parameters 0

Table 8: Evaluation indicators of the RNN model

RNN model accuracy 82.22%

Target Support Recall F1 Precision

0 2047 0.83 0.81 0.84

1 1902 0.82 0.83 0.81

Accuracy 3949 0.82 - -

Macro aver-
age

3949 0.82 0.82 0.82

Average
weight

3949 0.82 0.82 0.82

Table 9: LTSM model output

Layer Number of parameters Output form

LSTM 16896 (64,31,None)

Dropout 0 (64,31,None)

LSTM 1 33024 (64,31,None)

Dropout 1 0 (64,31,None)

LSTM 2 33024 (64,31,None)

Dense 1 130 (2, None)

Total number of parame-
ters

83074

Learned parameters 83074

Non-learned parameters 2

by the model, is 79%. These criteria for bottom prices are 81% and 84%, respec-

tively. These values indicate the model’s appropriate performance in predicting the

situation (bottom or top). The indicators are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10: Evaluation indicators of the LTSM model

LTSM model accuracy 81.56%

Target Support F1 Recall Precision

0 2047 0.83 0.84 0.81

1 1902 0.80 0.79 0.82

Accuracy 3949 0.82 - -

Macro aver-
age

3949 0.82 0.81 0.82

Average
weight

3949 0.82 0.81 0.82

According to Table 8, the RF model shows an accuracy of 83%. The precision

of the model in recognizing tops is 82%, and its recall index, which shows the real

tops recognized by the model, is 83%. These criteria for bottoms are 84% and 83%,

respectively. These values show that the model has an appropriate performance in

predicting the situation (top or bottom). These indicators are presented in Table

11.

Table 11: Evaluation indicators of the RF model

RF model - accuracy 83%

Target Support F1 Recall Precision

0 2047 0.84 0.83 0.84

1 1902 0.83 0.83 0.82

Accuracy 3949 0.83 - -

Macro aver-
age

3949 0.83 0.83 0.83

Average
weight

3949 0.83 0.83 0.83

According to the values of precision, accuracy, recall, and F1 index reported in

the previous tables, the performance of these three models in predicting the top

and bottom prices of Bitcoin can be compared as follows. For visual simplicity

of comparison, the whole 10% of the test data is not evaluated, and only the last

thousand data are presented.

In graph (1), the price of Bitcoin is shown along with its top and bottom (tops

in blue and bottoms in red). The upper left graph with the title True Value shows

the linear diagram of the Bitcoin price along with the marking of the real top

and bottom. Other graphs titled RNN Prediction, LSTM Prediction, and RF

Prediction, respectively, depict the Bitcoin line graph with the marked predicted top
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Figure 5: Comparing the prediction of three models concerning the top and bottom
prices of Bitcoin with real values for the last thousand data

 

and bottom. As shown in the picture, when the price is in an ascending phase, the

graph is marked with consecutive tops in blue, and when the price is in a descending

(negative phase, the graph is marked with consecutive bottoms in red. The graph

above shows the optimal precision of all three models in predicting Bitcoin’s top

and bottom prices. However, as it is clear in the picture, in some parts of the price

graph, the prediction models have errors. In the following, we look for a model with

better performance by collectively comparing the three models’ precision, accuracy,

recall, and F1 indices.

In Table 12, the performance of the models is grouped together. The F1-Score index

can be suitable for comparing models because it is obtained from the combination

of precision and recall indices and considers the balance. However, the important

point is that we have this index separately for tops (1) and bottoms (0). Depending

on which algorithmic trading system is designed based on this analytical system,

the error in detecting tops and bottoms will be of different sensitivity. In Table 9,

the performance of the models is compared.

As shown in Table 9, considering the F1-Score criterion, the RF model can

better predict both tops and bottoms. Therefore, it can be stated that the random
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Table 12: comparison of the evaluation indices of RF, RNN, and LSTM models

Model Top/bottom Accuracy precision Recall F1-Score

1 RNN 0 82.22% 0.84 0.81 0.83

1 0.81 0.83 0.82

2 LSTM 0 81.56% 0.81 0.84 0.83

1 0.82 0.79 0.80

3 RF 0 83% 0.84 0.83 0.84

1 0.82 0.83 0.83

forest model (RF) with the F1 criterion outperforms RNN and LSTM models in

predicting the condition of the top or bottom prices.

Discussion and conclusion

The previous section presented and reviewed the output and evaluation indicators

independently. This section intends to answer the research questions clearly. In the

previous section (data analysis), each model’s accuracy, precision, recall, and F1

score were presented separately. Also, in table 9, the performance of the models was

evaluated together. In general, the models presented in this research can predict

with high accuracy 80% of the state of the top or bottom prices of Bitcoin. Thus,

the output of these models can form the basis of an algorithmic trading system to

yield a suitable output. Among these models, the RF model has a higher predictive

accuracy with a higher F1 index than LSTM and RNN. In this regard, the questions

of this study can be answered as follows:

1. The accuracy and precision of RF, LSTM, and RNN models are presented in

Table 9.

2. The accuracy and precision of RF models are higher than the LSTM and

RNN models, according to the F1 index.

3. Since all models can predict the top and bottom prices of Bitcoin with high

accuracy of over 80%, the algorithmic trading actors can utilize these models’

results for designing an intelligent trading system.

In the studies conducted in Iran, the accuracy and precision of the RF model in

predicting the top and bottom prices were acceptable. In the present study, the

accuracy of this models prediction increased to 80%, while in other studies, it was

reported to be 56% (Bashiri & Paryab, 2019) and 69% (Moshari et al., 2018).

The result of this study is consistent with Basak et al.s (2019) study. They, too,

compared the RF model with XGBoost, ANN, SVM, and logistic regression models
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and indicated that the RF model enjoyed higher accuracy.

The following can be presented as suggestions for future research:

• Providing a trading strategy based on the prediction of the RF model; that

is, the prediction of this model is used and back-tested with the stop loss and

take profit of a trading strategy.

• Using multi-asset data simultaneously and integration; that is, the model,

instead of learning and predicting only Bitcoin data, can simultaneously learn

several assets in the same market (Ethereum, Litecoin, etc.) or even several

markets (gold, currency, US stock index, etc.) and then predict.

• Using a hybrid model so that it can aggregate the results of the models and

then draw conclusions. Although the RF model is a superior model with the

indicators, the performance of the models may be weakened or strengthened

at different times and have a dynamic behavior. Therefore, adding a model as

a leader model, managing the output prediction of the models, and combining

and aggregating model outputs can enhance the performance and accuracy

of the prediction.

• Using other indicators to detect the top and bottom prices, such as ZigZag,

and comparing it with the output of the present model that used the AO

indicator.

• Adding fundamental and sentimental market variables as feature variables to

enhance prediction accuracy can be very helpful. Also, comparing the models

and the impact of adding such data can contribute to the findings of studies.
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